Nylon Moulding Fasteners
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74-3967........85Ea
Lower Moulding Front & Rear
Door, 72-74 Chevy, Buick, Pontiac

12602........$1.00Ea
Nylon
Mldg Clips
GM 1980 & Up

85-5938.........60Ea
Reveal Moulding, Back Glass,
82 GM 'J' Body

80-5154........60Ea
Rear Window Lower Reveal
Moulding, 80 GM

84-5881.........60Ea
Rear End Belt Reveal Moulding, 82
Olds Cutlass 'G' Body, Cars With
Vinyl Tops

84-5866 Right....60Ea
84-5867 Left.....60Ea
Cowl Vent Panel To Fender,
83 GM 'A' Body

83-5632........60Ea
Roof Finish Panel Cover, 82 Buick

86-6180.........60Ea
87 Pontiac Lemans

83-5662.........60Ea
Exterior Trim, 84 GM 'P' Cars

79-5123........60Ea
Body Side Sill Moulding,
78 Chrysler

81-5316.........1.50Ea
Finish Moulding Roof Panel Front
Cover, 81 GM 'G' Body

81-5314.........$2.00Ea
Door Bottom & Sill Moulding,
78 Olds